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Abstract— Cloud computing is an emerging technology for providing computing resources and storage to all kinds of
users. This technology is facing lot of challenges including data and network security, interoperability, legal and
compliance issues. In security issues, there exist numerous risks for the data processed or stored in the cloud
environment. Cloud data are may be used by unauthorized access or users. This paper is mainly focused on security
issues for cloud service models like and their solutions.
Keywords— Cloud Computing, Security, Service Models, Deployment Models.
I.

INTRODUCTION

According to NIST, cloud computing is stated as the model for delivering the major resources such as the storage,
networks , servers ,services and applications which can be released and provisioned with minimal management effort. It has
five essential characteristics they are rapid elasticity, on-demand self-service, resource pooling, broad network access and
measured services. Cloud computing contains three types of delivery models or service models. which provides users to use
cloud provider’s applications, those delivery models supports to develop, test, deploy, host and maintain software or
applications in the same Integrated Development Environment(IDE and people can use the network, storage, processor, memory
and other kind of computing resources, It is provided by cloud service provider.
In the cloud computing deployment model, storage, platform, networking, platform, and software infrastructure are
delivered as service sectors. The deployment models are public, private, community sand hybrid cloud. Generally, the
deployment of a cloud is survived in house (Private Cloud). Public cloud is managed over a third-party location. Hybrid cloud
refers to joining the two clouds like private-public cloud. Community Cloud is states to cloud implementation model, it is
accessed by a specific community with several organization’s infrastructure. Cloud user’s security contains number of concerns,
which includes the data loss, unauthorized access and the Cloud Service Providers not effectively safeguarding the cloud data.
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The cloud service consumer and Cloud service provider must ensure that the cloud is safe from all kinds of exterior threats so
that the user does not face any difficulty such as data theft or data loss.
Cloud Computing has many advantages such as efficiency, integration and flexibility. Additionally, it offers virtual
space for users to run and deploy their applications and usage based costing. It has some demerits especially on data theft and
privacy. These types of issues leads to users are reluctant to spend in cloud mainly owing to security concerns. In cloud delivery
models, data or information are disturbed by Viruses, sometime information are accessed by unauthorized users. Cloud
provider, ensure the confidentiality of data through assurance mechanism and contractual obligations. Once data are stored in
cloud storage, cloud provider controls access to confidential data by third-party users. Cloud service provider delivers
demonstrable security polices, technical solutions, user actions auditing and principle for detect and prevent malicious insider’s
activity to users.

II.

RELATED WORK

Various security issues across service models in cloud computing, those security issues has focused by
M.Sugumaran[1]. Peng Yong et al [2] provide cryptographic approaches such as group signature, XML encryption, identitybased encryption, broadcast encryption, attribute-based encryption, group encryption, search authenticator and searchable
encryption, which are used to cloud storage for data security. Koorosh Goodarzi et al [3] concentrated on classical and modern
cryptography algorithm for maintaining confidentiality, availability and integrity in cloud computing data storage. Bhavana
Sharma [4] focused on Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) technique for secure message integrity, non-repudiation of data, data
confidentiality and message authentication, it also provides various cryptographic algorithms like symmetric and asymmetric
algorithms for cloud data storage. Bollavarapu et al [5] proposed an RSA, RC4, El-Gamal, Elliptic Curve cryptography
algorithms for data confidentiality and integrity in data security fundamentals. Dimitrios et al [6] provide solution for data
integrity, confidentiality and authentication in cryptographic techniques for cloud storage. Neha Mishra [8] focused on data
security threats and different types of cryptographic algorithms for confidential data. Alowolodu O. D et al [9] proposed Elliptic
curve cryptography algorithm is used to create smaller, more efficient and faster cryptographic keys for development of secured
data and secure deployment or information in cloud environment. Amounas et al [11] suggested the ECC algorithm and RSA
algorithm for data confidentiality. Chandu et al [13] concentrated on RSA algorithm for data integrity in cloud environment.
Gampala et al [14] explore data security in cloud using Elliptic Curve Cryptography with Digital Signature and Encryption.
Lo’ai Tawalbeh et al [15] has study to concentrate on data security and privacy and suggested cryptographic techniques are
increasing the confidentiality level.

III.

SECURITY ISSUES IN CLOUD COMPUTING

Data Security issues are classified into three categories, they are Traditional Security Issues, Availability Issues and
Third-Party Data Control Issues. Traditional Security Issues are based on network unavailability, computer attacks like viruses,
warms, cookies. Traditional security concerns are cloud service providers vulnerability, authorization and authentication,
expanded network attack surface. Availability, protect from Single- point-failure or Denial of Service (DOS). Third Party Data
Control, third party holds the transparent data. It leads to various security and data privacy issues. It includes auditability, due
diligence and contractual obligations.
Cloud Computing has some additional data security issues like, Side channel attacks, Denial of Service attacks, Mobile
device attacks Data Analysis and Cheap Data, Insider and Organized Crime Cheat, Increased authentication Demands and Costeffective of availability Side Channel attacks are occurring when virtual machines are involved during data transmission time. It
affects only virtual platforms. Side Channel attacks means data leakage across virtual machine instances. Denial of Service
attack’s major concern is availability. It associated with Network layer within Multi-Tenant cloud Infrastructure, hypervisor and
shared resources consumption are major attacks of DOS. Mobile Device attacks are more likely to affects mobile devices like,
smart phones, laptops and desktops. Generally, most of the mobile devices are does not have security features. Data analysis and
cheap Data are like, Gmail, Google Docs and Google Calendar. These types of data are cheap, but backups are more costly.
IV.

SECURITY ISSUES IN SERVICE MODELS

Cloud computing has three service models or delivery models, they are SaaS, PaaS and IaaS. This provides different
kinds of services like application platform, software and infrastructure resources. Each delivery model has its own security
issues.Table.1.describes the various types of security issues in delivery models.
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A. Security Issues in SaaS
In a conventional on-premise application deployment model, the confidential information of each organization persists
to reside within the organizational boundary and which subject to its personnel security and access control policies, logical and
physical. However, in the Software as a Service model, the organization information is kept beyond the organizational
boundary, at the SaaS. Accordingly, the SaaS service provider should take on extra security polices to prevent data security and
breaks due to security exposures in the application. Data location, Data Disposal, data Integrity, data Confidentiality,
authorization and authentication, network attacks and data availability are challenges of Software as a Service delivery model.
a.

Data Location
Data Segregations and Data Location are in cloud, it provides shared resources of cloud and data locations.
Cloud provider requires disclosing of information, Sometime Natural Disasters like flooding, extreme weather and
earthquake breaks the security of security of customer’s data.

b.

Data Disposal
Data disposal is refers to cloud preserving multiple copies of the single data. It leads to high availability of the
data, but at the same time it is a major issue of cloud computing data storage. More copies of data are available in
cloud, so deleting operation is more difficult to the cloud customers.

Security Issues

Affected Delivery Models
SaaS

PaaS

Solutions

IaaS

Offensive use of cloud computing

No

Yes

Yes

Strong authentication and monitoring

Data Interruption

Yes

Yes

No

High data protection

Malicious Insiders

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cloud Transparency for management and
security

Denial Of Service

No

Yes

Yes

Cloud Service provider delivers reliability
and availability

Service hijacking

Yes

Yes

Yes

Provide security
monitoring

Privacy breaks

Yes

No

No

Provide communication protection

Data loss and data leakage

Yes

Yes

Yes

Use only secure API’s, encryption algorithms
and apply backup polices.

Shared Technology Issues

No

No

Yes

Use Access Control mechanism

(DOS)

polices

Table.1. Security issues across service models
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c.

Data Integrity
Data Integrity is the basic requirement of data security because the data integrity signifies protecting
information from unauthorized modifications or deletion. CSP provides mechanisms for ensuring the data integrity.
The Data Integrity also guarantees for data consistency, completeness and wholeness.

d.

Data Confidentiality
Data Confidentiality means provide data access by authorized users and systems. Strong authentication
lacking is leads to illegal access. Cloud storage requires confidentiality because cloud provider should not access any
user’s data. Guarantees should be delivered to the customers, privacy policies, proper practices and procedures should
be placed in cloud users of the data security.

e.

Authorization and Authentication
Mash-Up authorization explains attackers can pull data from the data sources or data leakages. Sometime,
centralized access control techniques are may not be favor for all kind of customer’s data. Increased authentication
demands allows only thin clients to accessing cloud data because it supports only limited hosting of applications and
data in cloud.

f.

Network Attacks
Social networking attacks, cloud storage stores large set of customer data. The pair of relationships between
customers, suppliers, cloud providers and vendors connected to each other. It refers to data-loss.

g.

Data Availability

Cloud storage is normally preserved multiple copies of single customer data on different servers often exist in different
clouds or different locations. When a user tries to access some data or information, corresponding data are should be available to
access. The software and hardware data should be available during the time of access based on demand of authorized users.
Network availability is a major concern of Data Availability.
B. Security Issues in PaaS
The users can use the intermediate equipment to create his program and provide it to the customers over the
servers and internets. The user’s controls the applications that run in cloud environment, but it does not control the
hardware or network substructure and operating systems. Lack of validation, anonymous sign ups and service fraud are major
issues of PaaS.
C. Security Issues in Iaas
Cloud computing service provider delivers resources to authorized users at Pay-Per- use process it reduces the initial
investment in hardware such as processing power and networking devices. IaaS provides additional capabilities like more
quickly and cost-effectively data access in an internal data centers.
Reliability and physical locations are major issues in IaaS service model. But it does not provide reliability to the
customer or user on the physical locations of cloud environment.
In Iaas security issues based on cloud deployment model. Issue depends on three kinds of parameters like infrastructure
management and ownership, infrastructure location and Access and consumption. Public cloud deployment model has major
risk during data transformation time rather than the other cloud deployment models.Table.2.describes the parameters of cloud
deployment model in cloud computing.
Cloud
Type
Location

Infrastructure
Ownership

Access
Trusted Untrusted

Private

On-Premise

Organization

Yes

No

Public

Off-Premise

Third-Party
providers

No

Yes

Communit
y

Off-Premise

Third-Party
providers

Yes

No

Hybrid

On and Off- Third-Party
Premise
Providers and Organization
Table.2. Cloud Deployment Model

Yes

Yes
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V.

SOLUTIONS FOR SECURITY ISSUES

Cloud computing security has both logical and physical security challenges among all the three delivery models and
service models. Cloud service provider (CSP) should be delivers an appropriate strong encryption procedure to protect the cloud
storage information. Declarations, proper practices and privacy contracts should be delivered to the cloud storage users for cloud
security. Cloud providers must improve the information-security governance for the purpose of security. Cloud transparency is
plays a major role in cloud security because which ensure transparency within SLA. SLA is legal agreement between clients and
service providers, so cloud provider can gain the trust of their clients through SLA.CPABE is a one of the technique for the
confidentiality of transmitting data and storing data. A flexible and effective distribution authentication protocol is a major
concern of data security in cloud storage. These kinds of protocols depend on reliability and availability of data.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Cloud Computing is a model for delivering and hosting services over the internet and it is also flexible and costeffective business model. Cloud Service Providers (CSP) delivers security polices for cloud storage. Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability are essential fundamentals in security. This paper focused on security issues in cloud computing service model
architecture Finally, Cloud Computing business model still have some security issues. In the future, research will be
encompassed by providing new mechanism for security issues in Cloud Environment.
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